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TECHNICAl DATA
D.O. Bullas
Grape varieties: 90% Monastrell – 10% Syrah
Alcohol content: Alc. 14,5 %.
WINEMAKING PROCESS

TASTING NOTES
Deep red colour with violet reflections indicating its youth, mediumto-high intensity, clean and brilliant.
Intense, aromatic nose, very fruity with a considerable presence of red
fruits (strawberry, redcurrant, plum) which develop in the glass into
herbaceous and flowery nuances (fennel and violets)
Smooth, fresh attack, easy to drink, just the right amount of tannin
with reduced astringency and not at all aggressive, well structured and
notable fruitiness. Fruity and floral finish, with a medium-to-high
persistence, resulting in a serious, balanced wine with good acidity and
considerable follow-through
LOGISTICS
Bottles per box: 12 bottles.
Boxes per pallet: 50-70 cases
Layers per pallet: 5
Weight box: 14 kg
Weight pallet: 720 kg-1005 kg
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Wine made with Monastrell variety grapes, selected at their optimal
moment of ripeness to offer medium-bodied wines, fresh, young and
fruity. The production of this wine is centred on obtaining the
maximum quality that these grapes have the potential to contribute in
both compounds related to the colour and this variety’s typical aromas.
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LAS REÑAS CUATRO

TECHNICAl DATA
D.O. Bullas
Grape varieties: 70% Monastrell, 10% Syrah, 10% Tempranillo
10% Cabernet Sauvignon
Alcohol content: 15 %. Oak Aged: 4 months
WINEMAKING PROCESS

TASTING NOTES
This is a bigarreau cherry red, medium-to-high robe, clean and brilliant
wine.
Aroma with a good intensity, with presence of red and black fruit and
woody undertones reflected in toasty and mineral aromas, elegant, fine
and harmonious.
This is a medium-bodied wine in the mouth, with good acidity, which
makes it pleasant and easy to drink, balanced and expressive. The finish
has fruity aromas perfectly accompanied by those contributed by the
wood, with average persistence and mineral reminiscences.
LOGISTICS
Bottles per box: 6 bottles.
Boxes per pallet: 125 cases
Layers per pallet: 5
Weight box: 7,3 kg
Weight pallet: 935 kg
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Wine made with grapes of the Monastrell, Syrah and Tempranillo
varieties, selected at their optimal moment of ripeness to offer wines
that contribute the typical aromas and taste of a young wine, but with
enough structure to withstand a short stay in barrels, which helps to
give them more complexity and finesse.
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LAS REÑAS CRIANZA

TECHNICAl DATA
D.O. Bullas
Grape varieties: 80% Monastrell – 20% Syrah
Alcohol content: Alc. 14,5 %. Oak aged: 12 months
WINEMAKING PROCESS

TASTING NOTES
Very intense deep Bigarreau cherry red, bright, attractive with a
good tear formation and extremely beautiful presentation.
Clean aroma, with considerable intensity, which perfectly integrates
the sensations of a quality cuvée grape and the contributions of a
modern and suitable ageing. Presence of ripe red fruit (blackberry,
morello cherry liqueur) accompanied by spicy and balsamic aromas,
shrublands, leather and liquorice.
This is a structured wine in the mouth, where finesse predominates
over power, very elegant and expressive. The attack is smooth and
velvety, with elegant and harmonious tannin, a warm yet balanced
wine with the ritght amount of acidity and refreshing, well
composed and with a persistent and intense finish.
LOGISTICS
Bottles per box: 6 bottles.
Boxes per pallet: 80 cases
Layers per pallet: 10
Weight box: 9,5 kg
Weight pallet: 785 kg
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This wine is the result of a privileged selection of grapes of the
Monastrell and Shiraz varieties, grown in an environment that has an
ideal microclimate to become perfectly ripe in order to obtain
structured and complex wines.
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LAS REÑAS SELECCION

TECHNICAl DATA
D.O. Bullas
Grape varieties: 70% Monastrell – 30% Syrah
Alcohol content: Alc. 14,5 %. Oak aged: 12 months
WINEMAKING PROCESS

TASTING NOTES
A very deep –red colour with a hint of violet, dark, deep, with clarity, a top
quality appearance which promises a wine of high quality.
Has a strong aromatic nose, suggesting sweet dark fruits such as
blackcurrants, sweet with a hint of jams and liqueurs accompanied by an
excellent ripeness, all blending together perfectly. After an initial roasting
impression, the scent in the glass produces complex aroma of a balsamic
style, spice and milky
The initial taste in the mouth is strong, a powerful wine with a good
structure rounded, sturdy and full bodied. A presence of strong tannins,
not dry or overpowering, opulent, and a classic example of a
Mediterranean wine, with great elegance. A quality wine, long tasting, and
with an aftertaste both spicy and roasted, presenting at the end of the
tasting, an experience both smooth and velvety.
LOGISTICS
Bottles per box: 6 bottles.
Boxes per pallet: 80 cases
Layers per pallet: 10
Weight box: 9,5 kg
Weight pallet: 785 kg
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The first step in the production of “Las Reñas Selección” begins with a selection
of grapes that meet the high quality standard set by the Bodega in terms of
acidity, Ph balance and health of the grape. This ensures that the end product
delivers the objective of a complex and well structured, mature red wine.
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LAS REÑAS ECOLOGICO

TECHNICAl DATA
D.O. Bullas
Grape varieties: 100% Monastrell Alcohol content:
Alc. 14 %.
WINEMAKING PROCESS

TASTING NOTES
Deep-red with violet reflections indicating the youthfulness of the wine. The
colour is of medium high intensity, clean and bright.
An intense and aromatic nose, fruity with a strong suggestion of mature red
fruit such as strawberry, redcurrant or plum. This is accompanied by aromas
of mineral sand the soil which enhance complexity of the olfactory
experience.
The initial sensation is smooth but structured, with an acidity perfectly
integrated and pleasing, confirming that this is a lively and fresh wine. The
tannins are astringent but not overpowering, ripe and notably fruity. The
initial retronasal is fruity and floral, evolving to a more complex and spicy
taste, lasting well, resulting in a serious wine, balanced and with a
pleasing aftertaste.
LOGISTICS
Bottles per box: 6 bottles.
Boxes per pallet: 125 cases
Layers per pallet: 15
Weight box: 7,4 kg
Weight pallet: 950 kg
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This 100% Monastrell based wine is produced from specially selected grapes, at
their optimum moment of
ripeness, in order to obtain a medium bodied wine, both young and fruity.
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LORCA SYRAH

TECHNICAl DATA
D.O. Bullas
Grape varieties: 100% Syrah
Alcohol content: Alc. 15 %.
WINEMAKING PROCESS

TASTING NOTES
It offers a spectacular image, with intense colour, deep plum red, and black
in its core with striking violet borders.
Genuine in its aromatic richness, and intensely fruity, with an aromatic play
between youth and adulthood that suggests both ripen plums or cherries
and blackberries or cassis together with menthol and fresh sensations and
nuances.
In the mouth it gives us great expression, defined and meaty easy to drink
thanks to its highly acid freshness, with no rough edges, nice and with
excellent ripe tannins, both from skins and from the short period inside the
barrel. Retronasal very suggestive and varied, violets, cedar, pine, mineral. It
is a greedy wine, no burning at all and with traditional Mediterranean
characteristics
LOGISTICS
Bottles per box: 6 or12 bottles
Boxes per pallet: 125 or 60 cases
Layers per pallet: 5
Weight box: 7,4 kg or 14,7 kg
Weight pallet: 950 kg or 905 (Eur) - 955 kg or 910 kg
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Wine made with our Syrah variety grapes, selected at their optimal moment of
ripeness to offer wines that provide aromas and flavours typical of a young
wine but with the adequate structure to support its slight time in a barrel
which provides it with structure and finesse. The barrels used are Bordeaux
barrels of 225 litres, made of American and French oak no older than three
years old which promote the transference of aromas and ellagic tannins in a
modulating way. The maturing period in barrels lasts 4 months and, once
bottled, it is submitted to an ageing period in the bottle long enough to balance
and harmonize so that we achieve a wine which fully shows its quality.
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LORCA MONASTRELL
SELECCION

TECHNICAl DATA
D.O. Bullas
Grape varieties: 85% Monastrell 15% Syrah
Alcohol content: Alc. 15 %. Oak aged: 4 months
WINEMAKING PROCESS

TASTING NOTES
Bigarreau cherry red, medium-to-high robe, clean and brilliant.
Aroma with a good intensity, with presence of red and black fruit and
woody undertones reflected in toasty and mineral aromas, elegant, fine and
harmonious.
Aroma with a good intensity, with presence of red and black fruit and
woody undertones reflected in toasty and mineral aromas, elegant, fine and
harmonious.
FOOD PAIRING
Bottles per box: 6 or12 bottles
Boxes per pallet: 125 or 60 cases
Layers per pallet: 5
Weight box: 7,4 kg or 14,7 kg
Weight pallet: 950 kg or 905 (Eur) - 955 kg or 910 kg
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Wine made with grapes of the Monastrell and Shiraz varieties, selected at their
optimal moment of ripeness to offer wines that contribute the typical aromas
and tastes of a young wine, but with enough structure to withstand a short stay
in barrels, which helps to give them more complexity and finesse.
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NIÑO DE LAS UVAS

TECHNICAl DATA
D.O. Bullas
Grape varieties: 100% Monastrell
Alcohol content: Alc. 14 %.
WINEMAKING PROCESS

These compounds can be found in the skin of the berries, that is the reason why
our aim is to extract them avoiding at all times any activity which could degrade
them. In order to obtain a quality must, maceration is carried out gently and in a
proper time so that too astringent and herbaceous aromas and flavours will not
develop.
Fermentation temperature is controlled between 22-24ºC so that primary and
secondary aromas can be kept in the wine and at the same time we can foster
the phenolic extraction so important to the colour and wine structure.
TASTING NOTES
Medium to high intensity garnet colour with a violet meniscus typical of its
youth and clean and bright appearance.
High intensity aroma and great freshness. Ripe, red stone fruit, sweet spices
with a strong mineral and balsamic character, a young wine expression.
Fleshy and tasty in the mouth, elegant tannins and medium-bodied. Sensations
already found in the nose are shown again in the mouth such as fresh fruit,
mineral character, herbaceous nuances and balsamic notes.
LOGISTICS
Bottles per box: 6 bottles
Boxes per pallet: 100 or 140 cases
Weight box: 7,4 kg
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Wine made with Monastrell variety grapes, selected at their optimal moment of
ripeness to offer medium-bodied wines, fresh, young and fruity. The production
of this wine is centred on obtaining the maximum quality that these grapes have
the potential to contribute in both compounds related to the colour and the
typical aromas of this variety.
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3000 AÑOS

TECHNICAl DATA
D.O. Bullas
Grape varieties: Old Vine Monastrell 50%, Syrah 50%
Alcohol content: Alc. 15,5 %.
WINEMAKING PROCESS
The vineyards are amongst the highest altitude in Bullas at over 800m above sea
level with complex limestone and volcanic soils.

100% new French oak was chosen with a variety of coopers with low to medium
toast, so as not to dominate the wine. Similarly, a selection of larger barrels (500
litres) was chosen to avoid oxidation and to respect the typicity of the Monastrell
and Syrah grapes. The barrels were rotated on runners to ensure complete
mixing of wine and lees. As a result, the wood integration and mouthfeel have
been optimised. Due to cold winter temperatures, a long natural malolactic
fermentation took place,
TASTING NOTES
3000 Años is a deep purple wine with pronounced aromas of black fruits and
chicory characters - unique to Bullas Monastrell - toasty wood, cedar and
cappuccino. Despite being a full bodied wine, it is surprisingly elegant with
crisp acidity, tight tannins, a creamy vanilla texture and a long mineral finish.
Cellar a few bottles for up to 10 years to enjoy even more character and
complexity at a later date, although it is also drinking brilliantly now with
game, venison, wild boar and punchy ragout or tomato-based dishes.
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The Monastrell grapes are from ancient (70-100 years old) bush vines rigorously
selected so that yields were as low as 1.5kg per vine. The fruit was stored for
48hrs in a cool room to chill it to 4 degrees C. Bunches were selected to
optimise quality and then crushed to tank and held at below 10 degrees C to
"cold soak" for up to 10 days. A few tanks were also allowed extended
maceration after fermentation to add weight and complexity.
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AWA R D S

3000 AÑOS
Vintage 2013: 93 points Wine Advocate
Vintage 2012: 92 points Wine Advocate
Niño de las Uvas
Vintage 2015: 90 Peñin - Gold Medal Mundus Vini 2016 - Silver Medal
Sakura Wine Awards 2017 - Best 100S Wines from Spain Awards 2016
Vintage 2014: Gold Medal Berliner Wein Trophy 2015 - Gold Medal CWSA
2016 - Double Gold Medal Sakura Wine Awards 2016
Lorca Monastrell Seleccion
Vintage 2015: Gold Medal Mundus Vini 2016 - 89 Peñin points
Vintage 2014: Gold Medal Mundus Vini 2015 - Gold Medal Berliner Wein
Trophy 2015
Lorca Monastrell
Vintage 2015: Silver Medal Mundus Vini 2016
Vintage 2014: Silver Medal Mundus Vini 2015
Estratos
Vintage 2016: 90 James Suckling
Las Reñas Seleccion
Vintage 2014: 90 James Suckling - Gold Berliner - Gold Mundus Vini - 91 Peñin points
Vintage 2015 Gold Berliner
Las Reñas Cuatro
Vintage 2015: 90 James Suckling
Las Reñas Monastrell
Vintage 2015: 90 James Suckling
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